Admitted Weather Modification Texas Cloud Seeding 2011

George Bomar, managing the Weather Modification Program for Texas Department of Licensing & Regulation tells us about Weather Modification over Texas. “The proven success of Weather Modification, Inc., in atmospheric and weather operations is evident by our lengthy and impressive client listing speaks for itself. Our reputation for successful cloud seeding and meteorological services leads our veteran pilots, experienced meteorologists and radar engineers around the world. Our valued clients include private and public insurance companies, water resource management organizations, as well as federal and state government research organizations.”

From WeatherModification.Com

View Worldwide Weather modification Details -
http://www.weathermodification.com/projects.php

Thanks to: Sheila at:
http://www.Youtube.Com/Sheilaaliens

View her entire video at:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OO5ux8bpSEU

Yahoo Search
http://uk.search.yahoo.com/search?p=cloud+seeding+in+texas&ei=UTF-8&...
For every action there is a reaction so more rain one place less rain in another may be in an indirect way. so countries who have a drought can take the company that is seeding to court and if people die from drought may be tried for war crimes deat by diversion of water or to mush water and flooding. what else are they spraying. you must ask.

@allcingeye 4 days ago

It would be very interesting to see one of these companies sued for this scenario my friend, without a doubt weather including rainfall must be affected somewhere adjacent, which in turn surely will again affect further down the line, the domino effect ...

As for weather modification on the larger scale though what we know as Chemtrails, containing all kinds of spurious chemicals, man, this is having a global effect without doubt, then add in HAARP !!

Peace for all

netlethe 4 days ago

@allcingeye do you know about the massive dams that the IMFor world bank have payed to control the water to south Africa. Water is the new oil, But the charities keep beggiong for help why don't the charities just ask the big bank to help. they have flooded and cut off rivers to get this dam you can see it on google earth it is massive but dose the world know how they got the land to build it. I believe a coo has taken place and a new power was put in that allowed the dam.

allcingeye 4 days ago

The big banks Only care about themselves, their STAFF have been ordered to pay into charities !!

Note, Ordered, not willingly !!

The Elite bankers run the world remember, Always consolidating, always working toward total control of Everything.

Peace.

netlethe 4 days ago

Mother Nature, if meddled with, can bite back. Be Cosmic ....

@comsicordering1 6 days ago

Yes, probably few remember or know of this, could be one for the future if folk remain in denial, though, would hope that happenings in Texas 2011 will open some minds, if this doesn't do the trick, don't know what will !! ~

Thanks & Peace to you & yours.

netlethe 1 week ago

@StopSlaveSpecies Hi, All I know is that there have to be a certain type of cloud formation to seed so it wouldn't work in a cloudless sky. So it wouldn't work in drought areas that have no cloud cover. Totally different to H.A.A.R.P.

TheSoftyspon 1 week ago

@StopSlaveSpecies

If one has the Shekels that is ~)

Maybe there’s a connection with weather modification & Drought, almost for sure I’d say ... Like stealing sandbags from a dam to place elsewhere weakens the entire system !

Peace

netlethe 1 week ago

@Spud4X

Happening all over mate, checkout the info in video description (Show More) this end of weather modification is well rehearsed & in common use now.

Peace Bro.

netlethe 1 week ago

@harpbloke

Thanks, don’t think it is when in natural form & quantities .. It’s added to salts & medicines .. then apparently, children are susceptible to poisoning when in contact with larger than normal amounts! .. also a chemical used on photographic paper, where we need Ventilation to exhaust the fumes during processing !

Peace for all.

netlethe 1 week ago

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KrHij1RyzzY&feature=related
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